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Abstract

In this paper, we study the task of visual-text retrieval

in the highly practical setting in which labelled visual data

with paired text descriptions are available in one domain

(the “source”), but only unlabelled visual data (without

text descriptions) are available in the domain of interest

(the “target”). We propose the ADAPTIVE CROSS-MODAL

PROTOTYPES framework which seeks to enable target do-

main retrieval by learning cross-modal visual-text represen-

tations while minimising both uni-modal and cross-modal

distribution shift across the source and target domains.

Our approach is built upon two key ideas: first, we en-

code the inductive bias that the learned cross-modal rep-

resentations should be compositional with respect to con-

cepts in each modality—this is achieved through clustering

pretrained uni-modal features across each domain and de-

signing a careful regularisation scheme to preserve the re-

sulting structure. Second, we employ mutual information

maximisation between cross-modal representations in the

source and target domains during learning—this provides

a mechanism that preserves commonalities between the do-

mains while discarding signal in each that cannot be in-

ferred from the other. We showcase our approach for the

task of cross-domain visual-text retrieval, outperforming ex-

isting approaches for both images and videos.

1. Introduction

Large-scale datasets of visual content paired with cor-

responding text descriptions have driven recent advances

in cross-modal retrieval tasks such as image-text retrieval

and video-text retrieval. In the last few years, approaches

trained with such data have achieved a steady and signif-

icant improvement under retrieval tasks within the single-

domain setting (in which training and inference take place

*Equally contributed first and corresponding authors.
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Figure 1: Three challenges of cross-domain visual lan-

guage retrieval. Top (a): Retrieval systems must be capa-

ble of generalising to novel compositions of multiple con-

cepts, represented in both the visual and text domains; Bot-

tom (b): Retrieval systems must be robust to significant

cross-domain shifts in both the visual and text distributions;

Top and bottom ((a) and (b)): Retrieval systems must ac-

count for “reporting bias” (across both images and videos)

in which only a subset of visual concepts are described in

the corresponding text.

on the same domain). However, in real-world applications,

manual collection of paired visual content and text descrip-

tions is a labour-intensive and time-consuming process, cre-

ating a significant barrier for the application of cross-modal

retrieval methods to new domains.

In this paper, we investigate the pragmatic question of

how we can best learn knowledge on the “source” domain

with paired data to generalize to other “target” domains
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without the prohibitive cost of additional data collection.

Such a study sheds light on how well machines can un-

derstand visual and textual information in their general-

ity, rather than learning and exploiting with domain-specific

knowledge of the pairing.

The task of transferring a model that has been learned on

a labelled source domain to an unlabelled target domain is

known as Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA). There

has been a great deal of progress in this vein for uni-modal

analysis, i.e., image classification [41], image segmenta-

tion [59], text sentiment classification [51], etc. How-

ever, relatively few works have attempted UDA for cross-

modal tasks involving vision and free-form natural language

descriptions—the topic we study in this paper.

To prosper in the UDA setting, a visual-text retrieval

model must address three challenges (shown in Fig. 1):

(1) Compositionality. The model needs to encode complex

semantic features with compositions of multiple visual enti-

ties (multiple words) as well as their relationships (as shown

in Fig 1(a), which depicts an image from MS COCO [36]

with its corresponding description provided by [53]). Effec-

tive retrieval on the target domain requires representations

that enable novel combinations of visual entities and text

which may not have been observed in the source domain.

(2) Reporting bias. Retrieval requires the model to solve

a challenging set-to-set cross-modal matching problem

(where multiple visual entities correspond to various words

contained in free-form sentences), in which information

across modality is only partial matched [28]. Examples of

this effect can be seen in Fig 1(a) and Fig 1(b). Even for

relatively dense descriptions such as the one associated to

the image in Fig 1(a), the description is not exhaustive (in

this case, the flag to the left of the skier is not described).

(3) Visual and text domain shifts. The retrieval model must

be robust to domain shift in both visual content and written

descriptions. For example, consider Fig 1(b), where we ob-

serve samples from strikingly different visual domains (car-

toons and movies sourced from [70] and [55], resp.). In ad-

dition to “visual shifts”, valid text queries can differ signifi-

cantly in detail and manner: while both describe videos, the

description on the left describes a single interaction while

the description on the right conveys an ongoing set of inter-

actions between people, objects and their environment.

To tackle these challenges, we propose the ADAPTIVE

CROSS-MODAL PROTOTYPES (ACP) framework. The two

key ideas underpinning this framework as follows. (1) To

address the need for compositionality and achieve robust-

ness to reporting bias, we propose to learn a cross-modal

representation with carefully designed regularisation. Since

data samples for text-video retrieval lack a natural discrete

semantic class structure (unlike traditional UDA for classifi-

cation, in which each visual input is mapped to one or more

finite predefined categories), we first perform clustering on

off-the-shelf uni-modal embeddings for visual content in

the target domain and text in the source domain. We then

attach prototypical networks to the cross-modal represen-

tation and task them with predicting, for each sample, the

assignment probability of its uni-modal embedding to each

of the cluster centres for samples within the same modality.

The goal is to ensure that the relationships between cate-

gories discovered by the clustering are not lost in the cross-

modal representation when it is trained with paired data on

the source domain.This design is inspired in part by recent

works highlighting the powerful generalisation capabilities

of pretrained vision models to out of distribution data [40]

and the ability of large-scale language models as few-shot

learners [4], suggesting that knowledge of a vast array of

concepts are likely already encoded among these features

in a manner that enables their composition. (2) To minimise

the influence of visual and text distribution shifts across do-

mains, we employ mutual information maximization [29]

between the predictions of the prototypical networks on the

source and target domains. This aims to preserve common-

alities between the domains while discarding signal in each

that cannot be inferred from the other.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We

propose a new framework, ADAPTIVE CROSS-MODAL

PROTOTYPES, for cross-modal retrieval in the UDA setting

by preserving semantic structure of compositional concepts

from uni-modal data; (2) We demonstrate that maximising

mutual information of the co-occurrence between source

and target cross-modal prototype cluster assignment predic-

tion is an effective mechanism to reduce domain shifts for

both visual and text data; (3) Our method achieves improve-

ments on three image-retrieval datasets and three video-

retrieval datasets compared to a retrieval system trained

only on the source domain, as well as alternative domain

adaptation strategies, such as variants of maximum mean

discrepancy [42], adversarial learning strategy [24] and

transportation modelling [17].

2. Related Work

Visual-language cross-modal retrieval. A number of

works on cross-modal joint embedding learning methods

[33, 34, 35] have proven their effectiveness for image-text

retrieval. There have also been extensions to video-text re-

trieval by employing temporal features [20, 47, 13, 50] in

addition to other sensory modalities (such as sound [43, 44,

66, 21]). We employ the recent method of [37] as a testbed

for our approach, motivated by its solid performance on sev-

eral benchmarks. An important distinction with prior work

such as that of [38] is that we consider the problem cross-

domain visual-text task in which no paired video-text data

is available on the target domain.

Domain adaptation in uni-modal applications: Several

unsupervised domain adaptation techniques have been ex-
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plored to align the cross-domain feature distribution, i.e.,

maximum mean discrepancy[40, 42], adversarial learning

strategy[23, 41, 7, 10] and transportation modeling [12, 17].

More recently, advanced approaches are particularly de-

signed for image classification [41, 42, 7, 48] and for

image-image retrieval [52, 31, 32, 5, 22] and video classi-

fication [46]. Among them, [52] used natural language text

to regularise an image-image retrieval system. These meth-

ods either rely on finite, predefined and discrete categori-

cal labels or focus on uni-modal retrieval problem. Domain

adaptation has also been an important research theme in the

natural language processing community, leading to the de-

velopment of approaches using auto-encoders [27, 9, 16],

self-training [57, 56] and intelligent data selection [45, 65].

Differently from the works described above, our method is

cross-modal in nature (linking visual content with natural

language), which is more challenging due to the heteroge-

neous gap between different modalities.

Domain adaptation in cross-modal applications: Few

works have considered deep UDA for cross-modal tasks.

Among them, [6] investigated the problem of cross-dataset

adaptation for visual question answering. [14] consider the

problem of domain adaptation for image captioning (and

hence a natural language output space). However, their ap-

proaches have to use both visual and text samples in the tar-

get domain (though without pairing information) and hence

is not applicable to our setting where target domain lan-

guage descriptions are not available. Recently, [11] intro-

duce a UDA benchmark for video-text retrieval and study

this task with a pseudo-labelling approach. We compare

our approach with theirs in Sec. 4.

Robust domain adaptation with prototypes: Some works

have revisited the classical technique of self-labelling [60,

71] for unsupervised domain adaptation with visual data via

structured transduction losses [61] and self-training with

multiple networks [58]. To avoid local optima associated

with early mislabelling, techniques choose to improve ro-

bustness using pseudo-label prototypes [69, 49, 48, 7, 74]

with moving averages. In particular, similarly to [48], we

making use of clustering and mutual information maximisa-

tion. However, differently from each of these works (which

classify images or pixels into a finite set of categories), we

develop learned cross-modal prototypes that can preserve

either visual or text data structures and leverage them to re-

duce cross-domain discrepancies. Our construction method

of cross-modal prototypes is directly applicable to a natural

language label space (Sec. 3.3).

3. Method

3.1. Problem Formulation

We consider the problem of learning a shared cross-

modal embedding for visual content (such as an image or

video) and natural language descriptions of the content in an

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) setting. Specifi-

cally, we assume access to a source domain S = {vs, ℓs}
of paired visual samples and natural language fragments

and a target domain T = {vt} of unpaired visual samples.

We further assume that the source and target domains are

sampled from joint distributions P (vs, ℓs) and Q(vt, ℓt) re-

spectively and that the i.i.d assumption does not hold across

domains i.e. P 6= Q. Lastly, we assume access to a pre-

trained language model and generic pretrained visual de-

scriptors (details are given in Sec. 4.1). Our objective is to

learn a cross-modal embedding space such that distances

within it respect the descriptions across both domain—v
and ℓ should be embedded close together when ℓ describes

v, and far apart otherwise.

The overall framework of ADAPTIVE CROSS-MODAL

PROTOTYPES (ACP) is illustrated in Fig 2, where blue and

red arrows denote the flow of information from the source

and target domains respectively. It is composed of six com-

ponents, including the visual and text encoders Ev and Eℓ,

uni-modal visual and text keels Kv and Kℓ, cross-modal

source and target prototypical networks Ps and Pt. We dis-

cuss each of these components and their interactions in the

following.

Visual and Text Encoders: Following the cross-modal ap-

proach popularised by [62], we use a visual encoder Ev and

a text encoder Eℓ to map each visual sample v and text

description ℓ into a shared cross-modal embedding space,

Ev(v), Eℓ(ℓ) ∈ R
M , where the visual and text embeddings

are close to each other if and only if the text describes the

visual input. We take advantage of paired data in the source

domain to enforce a bidirectional ranking loss, LR to align

content and text descriptions as follows:

LR =
1

B

B∑

i=1,j 6=i

[m+ ξsi,j − ξsi,i]++ [m+ ξsj,i− ξsi,i]+ (1)

where B is the size of each minibatch, m is a margin (set as

a hyperparameter) and ξsi,j , cos(Ev(v
s
i ), Eℓ(ℓ

s
j)). Here

cos(·, ·) represents cosine similarity and [·]+ denotes the

hinge function max(·, 0).
Visual and Text Keels: In order to represent complex se-

mantic features with compositions of multiple visual con-

cepts (multiple words), we propose make use of readily

available structural knowledge within each modality to con-

struct visual and text keels. Specifically, we first chart

the uni-modal data structure independently with generic

visual and text descriptors – these are readily available

“off-the-shelf” visual classification and sentence classifica-

tion models that have been trained on labelled, large-scale

uni-modal datasets available in the computer vision and

natural language processing community. Inspired by the

cluster assignment regularisation of [48] for open-set, uni-

modal domain adaptation, we cluster the generic descriptors
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Figure 2: The components of the proposed ACP method (described in Sec. 3). Blue and red arrows denote the flow of

information from the source and target domains respectively. 1) To represent semantic relationships between concepts in

uni-modal data, we first construct visual and text keels and calculate the keel assignments atv , ysℓ . 2) To regularize the

shared cross-modal feature learning, in addition to the conventional ranking loss LR, we propose to learn source and target

prototypes constrained by preserving the relationships between uni-modal keels via LKL. 3) To reduce domain shift, we

maximise mutual information between the source and target prototype assignments of the same data, no matter which domain

the data comes from.

with Lloyds’s algorithm [39] within each modality indepen-

dently, to produce a set of centroids that we refer to as vi-

sual and text keels (the name reflects the intention that these

centroids serve to stabilise the adaptation process). We then

encode each sample by calculating its similarity distribu-

tion over all cluster centroids. This assignment is “static”

in the sense that the pretrained descriptors are frozen and

never fine-tuned, and the assignments therefore provide a

domain-neutral (w.r.t source and target domain) signal to

characterise uni-modal structural knowledge. Details about

uni-modal keels are provided in sec 3.2.

Source and Target Prototypical Network: We next de-

scribe how to use uni-modal structural knowledge within

each domain to effectively regularise the learning of the

cross-modal embedding for retrieval. Specifically, we at-

tach source and target prototypical network, Ps and Pt,

(each contain a single linear projection) to the cross-modal

embedding features, and task them with predicting a cluster

assignment for each sample. We minimize the KL diver-

gence loss LKL to penalise the differences in this proto-

type assignment prediction given the cross-modal embed-

ding with the keel assignment determined by the uni-modal

keels. The goal of doing so is that the cross-modal embed-

dings should retain the local semantic relationships in the

original uni-modal visual and textual space. Note that in our

design, the target prototypical network is learned from the

visual keels (constructed from target data), and the source

prototypical network is driven by the text keels (constructed

from source data). More intuition and details about the pro-

totypical networks will be discussed in section 3.3.

Linking cross domain Prototypes: As the prototypical

networks are driven by source and target samples respec-

tively, the discrepancy of their assignments reflect domain

shifts. The co-occurrence between these cluster assign-

ments reveals the cross-domain underlying relationships.

Specifically, for both the source and target samples, we reg-

ularise cross-modal feature learning by maximizing the mu-

tual information (MI) [29, 48] between source and target

prototype assignments (i.e. assignments obtained from the

same sample should be predictable from one another, re-

gardless of domain). This aims to help to help minimise

domain shift in a cross-modal manner. More details about

the mutual information maximisation will be discussed in

section 3.4.

3.2. Unimodal Compositional Keels

Text Keel Construction: Differently from a classification-

based UDA setting, free-form text descriptions lack a

clearly-defined, finite set of category labels. Thus we can

not form the text keel by calculating the mean feature vec-

tor of instances within each category as did in [74, 7].

We propose to chart the uni-modal source text distribu-

tion with generic text descriptors–encoding source text de-

scriptions ℓs with a “frozen” sentence-level language model

pretrained on large corpus of free-form sentences (details

are given in Sec. 4.1). The descriptors of the source text

samples are then clustered into N clusters with Lloyd’s al-

gorithm [39]. Each cluster centroid is named as a text keel.

We then encode each source text sample ℓs according to its

relationship between the text keels {Ln}
N
n=1 by computing

its probability of cluster assignment, ys = Pkeel(ℓ
s) ∈ RN .
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Here, the nth component of Pkeel(ℓ
s) is defined as

Pkeel(ℓ
s)(n) =

exp(cos(ℓs,Ln))∑
n′ exp(cos(ℓs,Ln′))

. (2)

The role of the pretrained language model is twofold: (1) to

encode sentences with similar semantics close together—in

this way, each text cluster centroid represents how to de-

scribe a piece of visual content using compositions of de-

scription fragments; (2) to improve generalisation—large,

pretrained language models exhibit remarkable few-shot

learning capabilities [4], suggesting that representations en-

coded by pretrained models are sufficiently composable to

generalise effectively.

Visual Keel Construction: Similar to text keel construc-

tion, we first chart the uni-modal visual data distribution

with generic visual descriptors i.e. pretrained models from

uni-modal perception tasks. After performing clustering

algorithm to obtain visual keels, each target visual sam-

ple vt is encoded via its relationship between the visual

keels {Vk}
K
k=1 by computing its probability of keel as-

signment, atv = Pkeel(v
t) ∈ RK , where Pkeel(v

t)(k) =
exp(cos(vt,Vk))/

∑
k′ exp(cos(vt,Vk′)).

There are two main differences compared with the text

keel construction: (1) To capture diverse composition of

multiple visual concepts, we extract multiple generic vi-

sual descriptors rather than one, utilizing multiple percep-

tion models including those pretrained for object classifica-

tion, action recognition, scene recognition (details are given

in Sec. 4.1). Each visual keel then spans the following in-

formation: {what,how,where} in the visual space, depicting

compositions of multiple visual concepts. (2) To capture the

distribution of visual concepts present in the target domain,

the visual keel is constructed from the target samples rather

than the source ones (used for the text construction)1.

3.3. Source and Target Prototypical Network

We next describe how to regularise the shared cross-

modal embedding space using the source text keels and tar-

get visual keels. To do so, we introduce the source and tar-

get prototypical networks Ps and Pt.

Source Prototypical Network: we attach a source proto-

typical network Ps (comprising a single linear projection,

parameterized by K ∈ RN×M ) to the cross-modal embed-

ding Ev(v
s) and Eℓ(ℓ

s). The nth row of the prototypi-

cal network weight matrix K ∈ RN×M represents the nth

source prototype Kn, whose goal is to approximate cen-

troids of the cross-modal embedding based on the guid-

ance signal provided from uni-modal text keel. Mathemat-

ically, taking visual and text features Ev(v
s) and Eℓ(ℓ

s)
as inputs, the source prototypical network Ps aims to pre-

dict the N -dimensional probability vectors ŷsv = Pproto(v
s)

1We use the source text to construct the text keel because in our setting,

we do not have any target text in the training time.

and ŷsℓ = Pproto(ℓ
s), representing their similarities with the

source prototypes, where:

Pproto(v
s)(n) =

exp(cos(Ev(v
s),Kn))∑N

n′=1 exp(cos(Ev(vs),Kn′))
(3)

Pproto(ℓ
s)(n) =

exp(cos(Eℓ(ℓ
s),Kn))∑N

n′=1 exp(cos(Eℓ(ℓs),Kn′))
(4)

To integrate the structural knowledge of uni-modal data in

the cross-modal embedding space, we minimise the source

KL divergence loss Ls as shown in (5), penalizing the dif-

ferences between “keel assignment” ysℓ and the “prototype

assignments” ŷsℓ and ŷsv . Specifically, for each source text

description ℓs, we use keel assignment ysℓ obtained from

uni-modal text keel as a “soft label” to guide the learning

process of cross-modal text embedding Eℓ(ℓ
s). As the vi-

sual content vs is paired with source text sample ℓs, we pro-

pose to propagate the acquired soft label from ℓs to vs and

use soft labelling consistency to regularise the learning pro-

cess of cross-modal visual embedding Ev(v
s).

Ls = KL(ysℓ , ŷ
s
ℓ ) +KL(ysℓ , ŷ

s
v) (5)

The key idea is that the learned source prototypes repre-

sent a robust “slow moving” (they evolve together with

the cross-modal embedding space) characterisation of the

visual-text relationships present in the source domain. Min-

imising the source KL divergence loss Ls regularises the

cross-modal embeddings by requiring that they preserve lo-

cal semantic relationships in the source text space.

Target Prototypical Network: We next describe how

the uni-modal visual keels are used to regularise the

cross-modal embedding space. We attach a target pro-

totypical network Pt to the cross-modal embedding fea-

ture Ev(v
t) ∈ RM and task it with predicting the pro-

totypical assignment of each target sample. The out-

put of the target prototypical network, Pproto(v
t), is

defined as âtv = Pproto(v
t), where Pproto(v

t)(k) =
exp(cos(Ev(v

t),Wk))/
∑

k′ exp(cos(Ev(v
t),Wk

′ )).
Here Wk is the kth target prototype (representing the kth

row of the target prototypical network parameter W ∈
RK×M ). Similar to the source prototypical network design,

a target KL-divergence loss Lt between the prototype and

keel assignment probabilities of target features Ev(v
t) is

defined as in (6), so that the target cross-modal prototypes

are encouraged to retain structural knowledge of the uni-

modal data in the target domain.

Lt = KL(Pkeel(v
t)||Pproto(v

t)) = KL(αt
v, α̂

t
v) (6)

3.4. Maximising Mutual Information between
CrossModal Prototypes

So far, we have introduced the losses that guide the learn-

ing of source and target cross-modal prototypes {Kn}
N
n=1
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and {Wk}
K
k=1. For each source and target visual sample

vs and vt, we can pass them through the source and tar-

get prototypical network Ps and Pt (calculating the similar-

ity with prototypes {Kn} and {Wk}) to obtain their cross-

modal prototype assignments, denoted by ŷsv , ŷtv , âsv , âtv .

To reduce cross-domain shift, we propose to align the

prototype assignments ŷv and âv of the same input data

v regardless of which domain the sample originally comes

from. As this operation is the same for vs and vt, we ab-

breviate the superscript in later descriptions in this section.

Note that we do not use the constraint of perfectly aligning

the source and target prototype assignments, because the

source and target prototypes {Kn} and {Wk} may repre-

sent different (and even complementary) concepts. Instead,

we regularise the feature learning process by maximizing

the mutual information between source assignment âv and

target assignment ŷv (i.e. not perfectly matched, but such

that the two assignments can still be predicted from one an-

other). This design is inspired by the observation that max-

imising mutual information preserves the common signal

across the the domains, while discarding signal that occurs

in one but not the other.

Although the MI between two random variables is hard

to measure directly in high-dimension space, inspired by

recent studies [1, 7] we adopt an objective function that

implicitly maximizes the MI via an encoder discriminator

architecture and an effective sampling strategy. In more de-

tail, we draw positive and negative samples from the joint

distribution P (âv, ŷv) and the product of their marginal dis-

tributions P (âv)P (ŷv) respectively. In our setting, positive

samples are two assignments (âv1
, ŷv1

) that are predicted

from the same input, while negative samples are (âv1
, ŷv2

)
that predicted from different inputs. Given âv1

, the MI

discriminator DMI aims to distinguish whether ŷv1 or ŷv2
correspond to the same input. The MI discriminator first

projects the prototype assignment ŷv ∈ RN to a vector

ŷ′v ∈ RK using a linear transformation W ∈ R
K×N , then

calculates the similarity between âv and ŷ′v via a dot prod-

uct. The output of the MI discriminator is then given by:

DMI(âv, ŷv) = âTv Wŷv . Various objective functions can

be used to maximize MI(âv, ŷv). In this paper, we follow

the simple formulation used by [3, 29]. We adopt the stan-

dard binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss as shown in (7) where

the output of DMI is activated by a sigmoid function.

LMI(âv, ŷv) = EXP
[log(σsig(DMI(âv1 , ŷv1

))]

+ EXN
[log(1− σsig(DMI(âv1

, ŷv2
)))], (7)

where XP and XN contains a set of positive and negative

pairs from both source and target domains and σsig(z) =
1

1+e−z . As described at the start of this section, the final

MI loss can be divided into two parts: LMI(â
s
v, ŷ

s
v) and

LMI(â
t
v, ŷ

t
v).

3.5. Objective Functions

During training we minimize the sum of the above

losses, with respect to the visual and text encoders Ev and

Eℓ, source and target prototypical networks Ps and Pt and

mutual information discriminator DMI. In more detail, the

overall training objective of our proposed approach inte-

grates the bidirectional ranking loss LR in (1) on the source

data, KL divergence loss Ls and Lt described in (5)(6) and

the mutual information estimation loss LMI in (7) on both

source and target data:

L =
∑

vs,ℓs

(LR + λ1Ls) + λ2

∑

vt

Lt + λ3

∑

vs,vt

LMI (8)

where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are set as hyperparmeters.

3.6. Analytical Motivation
The proposed ACP framework is motivated by the do-

main adaptation theory proposed by [2] which enables anal-

ysis of components, as shown by [7]. Let S, T denote the

source and target domain respectively, and write H to de-

note the hypothesis class. We note that target domain risk

ǫT (h), associated with hypothesis h ∈ H can be bounded

by a sum comprising three components:

ǫT (h) ≤ ǫS(h) +
1
2
dH∆H(S, T ) + E

where ǫS(h) denotes source domain risk, dH∆H(S, T )
measures the cross-domain discrepancy and E =
ǫS(h

∗, fS) + ǫT (h
∗, fT ) represents the shared error of the

ideal joint hypothesis h∗, where fS and fT are labelling

functions for source and target respectively. In ACP, the

ǫS(h) term is minimized by the source domain bidirectional

loss LR. In addition, we employ MI maximisation to mini-

mize the domain discrepancy dH∆H(S, T ) [59]. However,

only minimizing the first two terms is insufficient since E
can grow when h cannot simultaneously reduce discrepan-

cies with fT and fS [7, 67].

Due to the absence of the target domain text labels, we

introduce more labelling functions to bound the shared

error E, including fS and fT as the functions to calculate

the uni-modal keel assignments, fŜ and fT̂ to predict the

cross-modal prototype assignments. More specifically, the

shared error is bounded via triangle inequality as follows:

E ≤ ǫS(h, fS)+ ǫT̂ (h, fT̂ )+2ǫT̂ (fS , fT̂ )+ ǫT̂ (fT , fT̂ ) ≤
ǫŜ(h, fŜ) + ǫŜ(fS , fŜ) + ǫT̂ (h, fT̂ ) + 2ǫT̂ (fŜ , fT̂ ) +
ǫT̂ (fT , fT̂ ) + C.

We note that minimizing ǫS via ranking loss LR alone

will overfit to source samples. We employ cross-modal

prototypical assignments as extra label information and

minimize the terms ǫT̂ (h, fT̂ ) and ǫŜ(h, fŜ). To minimize

the terms ǫŜ(fS , fŜ) and ǫT̂ (fT , fT̂ ) in the above deriva-

tion, we reduce the source and target KL divergence loss

Ls and Lt, by aligning the cross-modal prototypical as-

signments with uni-modal keel assignments. To minimize
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Table 1: Performance when adapting Open Narratives →
COCO Narratives and COCO → COCO Narratives

Method

Open Narr→ Coco Narr COCO → Coco Narr

t2v v2t t2v v2t

R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR

SCAN [34] 17.4 52.6 9 18.2 54.8 7 22.3 72.9 5 24.2 74.9 4

VSRN [35] 19.6 54.7 7 20.8 59.6 7 25.1 75.4 4 26.3 79.0 3

Baseline [37] 19.6 56.4 7 20.5 58.9 7 24.5 75.8 4 26.0 78.2 3

CDAN [41] 20.6 59.2 6 20.0 60.4 7 22.2 73.3 5 20.2 75.2 5

CORAL [63] 19.4 58.3 7 20.2 60.4 7 25.4 74.6 4 26.8 80.2 3

DANN [24] 19.0 58.4 7 19.6 58.9 7 24.8 76.8 4 22.2 75.6 4

MMD [40] 17.3 50.8 9 18.1 56.7 7 22.6 72.0 5 19.9 73.8 5

OT [25] 20.3 57.1 8 20.2 60.4 7 25.0 75.6 4 26.4 79.6 3

ACP (ours) 22.3 57.9 6 21.8 62.5 6 27.3 77.9 4 28.0 80.5 3

the discrepancy between two cross-modal prototypical

assignments ǫT̂ (fŜ , fT̂ ), we use the LMI to encourage that

the two domains’ cross-modal prototypical assignments are

predictable with each other.

4. Experiments

4.1. Implementation details

Datasets: For image-text retrieval, we use three datasets:

COCO [15], COCO Narratives [53] and Open Narra-

tives [53] to assess our approach. We also perform

four transfer tasks among three video-text retrieval bench-

marks from different domains: MSRVTT [70], MSVD [8],

LSMDC [55]. More details of dataset statistics are reported

in the supplementary material.

Evaluation Metrics: We use standard retrieval metrics

(following [73, 43, 37, 44, 72]) to evaluate text-to-visual

(t2v) retrieval and visual-to-text (v2t) retrieval. We measure

rank-based performance by R@K (where higher is better)

and also report Median Rank (MR, lower is better).

Generic Visual Embeddings: We represent each target

sample vt as an concatenated feature of object (what), mo-

tion (how) and scene (where) features for clustering. These

features are the outputs of three pretrained models trained

for object classification (a ResNext-101 [68] pretrained on

ImageNet [18]) and scene recognition (a Dense Net-161

[30] pretrained on Places365 [76]). For videos (but not im-

ages), an additional action classification model is also used

(an R(2+1)D model [64] trained on IG-65m [26]), In this

way, each learned visual keel can be deemed as a configura-

tion of {what, how,where} contained in the visual space.

Implementation Details: For fair comparison, we use the

same architectural design of the encoders Ev and Et as [37]

and re-implemented it with the generic visual embeddings

described above to serve as the baseline. The number of

visual keels K = 1024 and text keels N = 512 (we pick

K > N to reflect the “semantic gap” between visual and

written content [75]). The language model used to encode

is the Sentence-Transformer [54]. More implementation de-

tails are reported in supplementary material.

4.2. Results

We choose methods from both cross-modal retrieval

and UDA fields for comparisons. For adaptation mod-

ules, we compared with the UDA methods that are appli-

cable to cross-modal retrieval task, including MMD [40],

D-CORAL [63], DANN [24], Optimal Transport (OT) [25],

CDAN [41]2 and CAPQ [11]3. Implementation details of

these comparison methods are in the supplementary mate-

rial. For retrieval methods, we adopted the state of-the-art

model in [37] as our baseline, and compare additionally to

method SCAN [34],VSRN [35], MoEE [43] and MMT[21].

Image-Text Retrieval: The results of two transfer di-

rections on three image retrieval benchmarks are shown

in Table.1. Our approaches outperforms latest image-

text retrieval approaches, i.e., SCAN [34],VSRN [35] and

CE [37].It can be seen that conventional UDA approaches

achieve similar performances to the baseline model, which

suggest that they are inadequate to align domain shifts for

retrieval task. As a more controlled study, for the same tar-

get set COCO Narratives, the methods always achieved bet-

ter results using COCO than Open Narratives as the source

domain. It indicates the importance of reducing the visual

domain shift (images in COCO and COCO Narratives are

the same). When adapting Open Narratives → COCO Nar-

ratives (a large visual domain shift), our proposed ACP out-

performs others on all metrics, verifying its effectiveness.

In the case of large language domain shifts (e.g. annota-

tion shift, i.e,COCO → COCO Narratives), the superiority

of ACP demonstrates that the features extracted from pre-

trained language model generalize well to novel concepts.

Video-Text Retrieval: Our method achieved strong results

on 4 transfer directions on three video retrieval datasets in

Tables. 2 and 3. More experiments on other transfer direc-

tions are given in supplementary material. The proposed

ACP outperforms all methods on all transfer tasks. These

results suggest that the proposed approach is able to learn

the cross-modal features that are both transferable and dis-

criminative for target domain retrieval.

4.3. Discussions and Analysis

Ablation Study: We conduct a detailed ablation study by

examining the effectiveness of each proposed component

in Table. 4. The CE model [37] serves as the source-only

(Baseline) for the comparison. The three different variants

of the proposed model all boost the retrieval metrics com-

pared to the baseline. Adding either cross-modal source

and target prototypes improve the performance over 1.2 on

R@1. This verifies the effectiveness of preserving semantic

2As CDAN cannot be directly applied to our setup, we incorporate the

proposed uni-modal static assignment as categorical labels and report cor-

responding results.
3We re-implement CAPQ and report the performance using the same

features for a fair comparison.
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(a) Baseline-SRC-ONLY (b) CORAL (c) DANN (d) ACP (Ours)

Figure 3: The t-SNE visualization of the shared embedding features using the proposed and the baseline methods.

Table 2: Performance when adapting MSRVTT → MSVD

and MSVD → MSRVTT

Method

MSRVTT→ MSVD MSVD→ MSRVTT

t2v v2t t2v v2t

R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR

Baseline [37] 14.2 52.3 9 16.6 50.0 10 3.6 17.2 98 2.5 13.5 117

MMT [21] 14.7 53.9 9 17.9 50.8 9 3.8 17.4 98 2.5 12.9 119

MoEE [43] 14.0 53.4 10 16.7 48.7 10 3.1 17.1 102 2.3 12.4 123

CAPQ [11] 15.0 53.5 10 18.2 51.0 9 3.9 17.0 100 2.7 14.2 115

CDAN [41] 12.9 48.3 11 13.2 41.5 18 3.9 17.7 98 2.7 13.9 115

CORAL [63] 11.8 46.1 13 12.5 42.3 19 3.3 16.0 104 2.4 13.4 125

DANN [24] 12.1 47.1 12 11.8 36.9 23 3.8 17.4 100 2.5 13.1 120

MMD [40] 13.6 50.5 10 16.9 46.7 14 3.4 15.9 104 2.3 13.4 126

OT [25] 12.6 47.9 12 13.0 38.4 19 3.7 16.8 98 2.6 13.6 120

ACP(ours) 16.6 55.2 8 22.1 52.5 8 4.4 17.9 97 3.1 15.3 111

Table 3: Performance when adapting MSVD → LSMDC

and LSMDC → MSVD

Method

MSVD→ LSMDC LSMDC→ MSVD

t2v v2t t2v v2t

R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR R1 R10 MR

Baseline [37] 1.6 11.2 160 2.8 8.7 194 8.3 36.8 21 9.4 34.3 31

MMT [21] 1.8 10.9 181 2.6 8.1 188 8.9 38.1 18 10.7 37.1 26

MoEE [43] 1.4 10.6 195 0.9 3.6 271 8.3 36.7 21 9.7 36.7 29

CAPQ [11] 2.2 11.5 163 2.7 10.5 158 10.2 39.9 18 12.5 38.2 24

CDAN[41] 2.0 8.9 185 1.2 7.3 288 8.0 37.5 20 10.8 37.1 24

CORAL [63] 1.3 10.6 172 1.7 9.1 205 9.5 39.9 18 11.9 35.5 27

DANN [24] 2.0 8.1 185 0.3 4.3 308 8.1 37.2 20 10.4 36.0 25

MMD [40] 1.2 5.7 251 1.0 5.0 284 9.7 40.7 17 12.1 36.1 27

OT [25] 1.7 10.6 181 1.9 9.1 217 8.3 36.7 21 9.7 36.7 29

ACP(ours) 2.6 12.1 161 3.4 9.9 160 10.8 41.9 16 13.1 40.2 20

Table 4: Ablation study of ACP model performances on

MSRVTT → MSVD, using different losses.

Method
t2v v2t

R1 R5 R10 MR R1 R5 R10 MR

Baseline (LR) 14.2 38.0 52.3 9 16.6 37.5 50 10

Source Prototype(LR + Ls) 15.7 39.8 54.1 9 20.4 41.5 51.3 9

Target Prototype(LR + Lt) 15.4 40.3 53.6 9 19.8 42.0 51.8 9

All (LR + Ls + Lt + LMI ) 16.6 42.4 55.2 8 22.1 42.9 52.5 8

structures from uni-modal keels when learning the cross-

modal features. Adding the mutual information loss further

boosts the performance and achieves the best performance,

verifying the effectiveness of reducing cross-domain dis-

crepancies by aligning the source and target prototype as-

signments. In Fig. 4, we provide the ACP performances

using different pre-trained language models and the conver-

gence analysis. We observed that the language model mat-

ters a lot in the retrieval task. Finally, our method converges

to better solution and faster compared with others.

0

20

40

60

R1 R5 R10 Geo-Mean

Sent-Bert Roberta Open-AI-GPT

Figure 4: ACP performance using different language mod-

els and the convergence analysis.

A-distance: The A-distance [2] is calculated based on the

following formula: dA = 2(1 − 2θ), where θ is the gen-

eralization error of a kernel SVM trained on the binary

problem of discriminating the source and target joint video-

text features. The A-distance of the baseline method is

1.701, while the one of ACP is 1.592. The smaller A-

distance suggests that the joint features of our ACP can

close the cross-domain gap more effectively. In addition,

the A-distance of video features learned by the Baseline

method is 1.536, while ACP achieves 1.471. We also ob-

served a smaller cross-domain distance of video features

than video-text joint features, which demonstrates the dif-

ficulty of UDA with natural language label space.

Feature Visualization: In Fig.3, we visualise the joint

video-text features on MSRVTT→MSVD, learned by Base-

line, CORAL, DANN and our ACP method respectively us-

ing t-SNE [19]. The cross-domain joint video-text features

learnt by our method in (d) are clearly clustered tighter than

other models, which suggests the effectiveness of aligning

the cross-domain video-text distributions, even if without

the target domain text queries in advance.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we propose ADAPTIVE CROSS-MODAL

PROTOTYPES (ACP), a framework for cross-domain

visual-text retrieval. Quantitative and qualitative evaluation

on both image and video retrieval demonstrate the strengths

of our proposed approach over strong UDA baselines.
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